
Home Learning: PE 
 

Students have access to the Google Classroom GCSE PE 2019-20 class code 27vr2bi. 
Students should check this classroom regularly for independent learning task updates.  
 
 
Google Classroom for PE contains: 

 
PowerPoints for both components 
Powerpoints from both paper 1 and paper 2 are uploaded to aid revision and support with                
completion of written tasks.  
 
Performance videos 
Netball and badminton videos will be uploaded to encourage students to review key skills              
required for their practical performance on Wednesday 22nd April. Videos of their own             
performance will also be uploaded from the mock moderation for review.  
 
YouTube 
-‘PE planet’ provides detailed explanations of topics for further revision. Any topics that             
have not been covered will be provided through this channel.  
-Videos of key sport performances will be shared with students to continue their             
knowledge application to sport.  
 
Coursework guidance 
Students currently have their coursework on google docs where students and teachers            
can engage with comments added to assess and improve their work. Students should             
continue to engage with this until their practical moderation on Wednesday 22nd April.  

 
Written exam revision 
Independent tasks will be updated regularly, with 6&9 mark questions, multiple choice            
questions and mark schemes to assess their work. Students will be asked to complete              
this on google docs which can be shared with Demi Carter and Kara Daly who can                
access their work and provide feedback.  
 
 

Show my homework: 
 
-Quizzes 
A01 multiple choice questions are on SMHW for students to complete. This will include              
all topics from paper 1 and 2. 
 

Students should take time to create revision flashcards to revise key definitions and             
explanations. Students all have the CGP revision book and can access the AQA website for past                
papers and revision materials.  
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/physical-education/gcse/physical-education-8582 
 
Email demi.carter@egas.islington.sch.uk Head of PE (Paper 1 specialist) 
Email kara.daly@egas.islington.sch.uk Teacher of PE (Paper 2 specialist) 
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